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The Best CFL Curriculum
My First Chinese Words (for 3-7yrs)

books Price: $119.95

My First Chinese Words series is for the beginning young learner with no prior exposure to
Chinese. This set of 36 size-appropriate storybooks is designed with the idea that young children
learn best when the information given is relevant to their everyday lives, which makes learning fun
and exciting. The stories contain meaningful sentence structures, teaching students to
communicate in full sentences as opposed to have them memorize individual characters. The
series also use overlapping content and a predictable narrative structure to provide a springboard
for creative role-playing and acting. This gives children the opportunity to quickly apply what they
learn in real-life situations as well as start communicating in Chinese right away.

My First Chinese Reader (for 7-11yrs)

Student book price: $44.95

Workbook A & B price: $34.95

My First Chinese Reader series is for the beginning young student with no prior exposure
to Chinese. Based on a communicative approach, this student-centric 4-volume, 48 lessons,
curriculum builds Chinese language and culture skills in a spiral-up approach. High-quality

illustrations, fun and relevant context, and motivational design empower students with knowledge
and confidence to explore Chinese language and culture.

Discovery Chinese (for young adults 11yrs+)

Student book price: $44.95

Workbook price: $34.95

Discovering Chinese series is for the beginning young adult with no prior exposure to
Chinese. This 4-volume, 48-lesson curriculum builds student’s understanding of Chinese
language and culture with themes and subjects that are relevant to their daily lives. Through 12
lessons per volume, students will become acquainted with relevant Chinese cultural lessons such
as idioms, origins of Chinese characters, and typing Chinese characters. High-quality situational
illustrations and online lessons make learning fun and effective, while the review of previouslylearned material, both within volumes and between series, ensures long-term language retention.
Online Learning: Students, parents, and teachers can utilize Better Chinese Online Group
Accounts to extend Chinese learning beyond the classroom. Students have a chance to review
what they have learned in the classroom, and enjoy additional fun ways of learning Chinese, like
our 1400+ animated stories, voice recorders, and writing pad. Parents can keep abreast of their
students' progress by following the teacher's lesson plans. Teachers can monitor students
progress, communicate with students via the message board, and assign homework or stories
with a push of a button. The online resources correspond with our curricular series and overall,
helps students develop their literacy skills by creating an immersive context for language learning.
Additional Learning Tools: Big Book edition of the series, word and pictorial game cards, song
audio CDs, and other supplementary CD-ROMs and books further facilitate learning about
Chinese language and culture.
*Note: My First Chinese Words Storybooks come with Traditional or Simplified Characters and
Pinyin.
For more information, please check: http://www.betterchinese.com
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